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Abstract: Moving load and structural damage assessment has always been a crucial topic in bridge
health monitoring, as it helps analyze the daily operating status of bridges and provides fundamental
information for bridge safety evaluation. However, most studies and research consider these issues as
two separate problems. In practice, unknown moving loads and damage usually coexist and influence
the bridge vibration synergically. This paper proposes an innovative synchronized assessment method
that determines structural damages and moving forces simultaneously. The method firstly improves
the virtual distortion method, which shifts the structural damage into external virtual forces and
hence transforms the damage assessment as well as the moving force identification to a multi-force
reconstruction problem. Secondly, a truncated load shape function (TLSF) technique is developed
to solve the forces in the time domain. As the technique smoothens the pulse function via a limited
number of TLSF, the singularity and dimension of the system matrix in the force reconstruction is
largely reduced. A continuous beam and a three-dimensional truss bridge are simulated as examples.
Case studies show that the method can effectively identify various speeds and numbers of moving
loads, as well as different levels of structural damages. The calculation efficiency and robustness to
white noise are also impressive.

Keywords: structural health monitoring; moving force identification; structural damage identifica-
tion; load-shape function method; virtual distortion method

1. Introduction

Accurate statistics regarding moving loads and structural damage are two very sig-
nificant factors for bridge health monitoring. Identified loads can provide a vital basis
for traffic studies and traffic control, while the damage assessment can guide ongoing
bridge maintenance and design code calibration. Many studies have been investigated
to address both of these assessment problems. However, most of the previous studies
consider the two problems separately: either the structural damage is determined with the
load characteristic to be known, or the moving load is identified on a bridge with complete
structural condition (damage information). In most practical cases, unknown structural
damages and unknown moving loads coexist and simultaneously influence the responses
of the bridge structure. The synchronized identification of moving load and structural
damage hence becomes an interesting topic.

In the theoretical research, scholars have carried out extensive studies on the detection
of structural damages and the identification of moving forces. Direct detection techniques
are widely studied and used, such as the weight-in-motion [1] or bridge weight-in-motion
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system [2] to monitor moving loads, unmanned aerial vehicles [3], terrestrial laser scan-
ning [4], and ultrasonic waves [5] etc. to detect surface and internal damages of bridges.
The advantages of these types of technique are that they can intuitively reflect target in-
formation with incomplete structure information and have a good efficiency in evaluating
localized damaged areas. On the other hand, the drawbacks are also obvious. As the
detection is noncontinuous, it is unable to detect structural changes during the inspection
interval. In addition, it is difficult to monitor overall structure statues. In comparison, indi-
rect techniques take the vehicle–bridge interaction as an “excitations-structure-responses”
vibrational system, where variation of excitations and structure characteristics leads to
different dynamic responses [6]. In this way, structural damage and moving force can be
identified via solving the first and second kind of structural dynamic inverse problem,
respectively. Compared to direct detection techniques, these techniques provide continuous
monitoring by attaching various types of vibrational sensors and are flexible in detecting
the local and overall conditions of the structure.

For moving force identification (MFI), existing methods could be mainly categorized
into four categories, namely, direct methods, regularization methods, basis function meth-
ods, and intelligence algorithms. The direct methods are essentially solving linear equations,
which inevitably face the ill-conditioned problem. Regularization methods and basis func-
tion expansions are mostly used to improve this problem. The regularization method
is used to introduce reasonable additional information as the constraint of the original
problem, which is also known as the penalty function, to improve the ill-posed nature of
the original problem such as L2 norm regularization [7] and sparse regularization [8]. The
basis function expansions use a specific function system to expand the unknown load and
then transform the MFI problem into the selection problem of the basis function coefficient,
while the number of the basis function is regarded as the regularization parameter. Various
types of basis functions have been proposed, including trigonometric functions [9], spline
functions [10], wavelet functions [11] shape functions [12], etc. In the studies of intelligence
algorithms, MFI is usually regarded as a mathematical optimization problem or a learning-
application process. The former solves the problem by constructing appropriate objective
functions and choosing efficient optimization algorithms, such as the Firefly algorithm [13]
and particle swarm optimization [14]. The latter establishes the relationship between the
moving force and response via neural network training; hence the force could be inversely
determined via response once the network reaches a certain accuracy.

In terms of structural damage identification (SDI), dynamic fingerprint-based methods
and dynamic signal-based methods have been studied. Since the dynamic fingerprints,
such as frequencies, mode shapes, frequency response functions, will change when the
structure is damaged, it is able to detect damages via monitoring the variation of the
fingerprints. However, these parameters are not sensitive to minor damages. In order to
effectively highlight the changes caused by minor damage, more types of fingerprints have
been proposed on the basis of mode shapes, such as the modal confidence factor, curvature
mode, modal strain energy etc. [15–18]. However, errors in modal parameter measurement
and noise pollution may inevitably make the change in these features difficult to evaluate.
On the other hand, signal-based methods detect damages via distinguishing different
dynamic responses. As the structural response is the result of the combined action of
excitation and structural attribute, the variation of response only comes from the structural
parameter change under similar excitation. The response signal can be processed in the time
domain, frequency domain and frequency–time domain. The corresponding techniques
include time series analysis techniques [19], power spectral density estimation [20], wavelet
transformation [21] etc. It is worth noting that for signal-based methods, the environ-
mental influence should not be overlooked; temperature changes, especially in long-term
monitoring, seriously affect the accuracy of identification. Huang et al. [22] proposed an
autoregressive (AR) time series model with a two-step artificial neural network (ANN)
to determine damage under temperature variations, which extracted the first three-order
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coefficients of the AR model as damage feature and utilized ANN models to compensate
the detrimental temperature changes.

It is apparent that most of the reviewed MFI methods require determined structure
information to establish the correspondence between moving force and structural response,
while the signal-based SDI methods need a similar excitation in order to guarantee the
response variation solely caused by structural damage. These methods could be difficult
to practice on bridges where unknown moving forces and structural damage coexist.
The synchronized detection of both moving forces and structural damages has become
vital. Zhu and Law [23] presented a method for damage detection of a simply supported
bridge, in which the vehicles–bridge interaction forces and the structural damages were
identified from the measured responses in a sequence of iteration without prior moving
loads knowledge. Zhang and Law [24] assessed the condition of structures under unknown
support excitation, which modeled the excitation as orthogonal polynomial approximations.
A simultaneous identification method of moving masses and damages was presented
via the virtual distortion method (VDM) [25], in which the damage was modified to
virtual distortions and identified with moving load. Compared to other methods, the
biggest advantage of VDM is that it unifies the solving path of SDI and MFI, which
immensely simplifies the complexity of the method and greatly improves the computational
efficiency [26].

Taking this advantage into account, an efficacious synchronized assessment method
of moving force and structural damages is presented in this paper. Based on VDM, the
synchronized identification of damage and moving forces are transformed to multiple
forces identification and is solved using the Duhamel Integral. In order to reduce the
singularity, a truncated load-shape function (TLSF) is developed to enhance the Duhamel
Integral. Two numerical examples are presented to validate the proposed method. Various
cases that consider the influence of force, velocity, number, damage severity, location,
sensor position, and noise measurement to the identification accuracy and efficiency have
been studied.

2. Synchronized Assessment Method
2.1. Forward Problem

VDM is a quick reanalysis method [27]. When the response of the original structure
is given, the VDM allows the response of the modified structure to be quickly calculated
without a time-consuming full structural simulation. Instead, this is conducted by adding
the response caused by this modification-related virtual distortion. Theoretically, the
modification in a finite element is represented by the equivalent pseudo-loads that are
applied in its DOFs. In this way, a stiffness-related modification, such as structural damage,
can be performed in the form of equivalent virtual forces or virtual distortions of the
affected element. As a result, instead of considering a modified structure subjected to
external excitation, the VDM considers the original structure subjected to certain virtual
forces and the same external excitation, respectively, and both of these systems share the
same dynamic responses.

Assuming the damage as linear stiffness decreasing, we can define ζi as the damage
ratio of the ith element:

ζi = kd
i /ko

i (1)

where ko
i and kd

i represent the stiffness matrixes of the ith element before and after damage.
Hence, using the nodal displacement vector of the ith element vi, it can express the nodal
force vectors before and after damage po

i and pd
i , respectively:

pd
i = kd

i vi = ζiko
i vi = ζi po

i (2)
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Therefore, the nodal force variation of the damaged and intact elements, namely the
virtual force vector pe

i yields:

pe
i = po

i − pd
i = (1− ζi)ko

i vi = (1− ζi)po
i (3)

Assuming φij as the jth basic distortion vector of the ith element, there is po
i =

∑j ko
i φij = ∑j λo

ij according to the Eigen equation of ko
i , where λo

ij is the basic nodal force
vector of the intact element. Equation (3) is also performed to:

pe
i = ∑

j
(1− ζi)ko

i φij = ∑
j

λe
ij (4)

where λe
ij is the basic virtual force vector of the damaged element. This equation reveals

the physical meaning of virtual force, which is determined by the basic distortion of the
element. For example, a two-dimensional beam element has three situations of distortion:
axial compression or tension, pure bending and bending, plus shearing. Accordingly, its
virtual force contains axial force, shear force, and bending moment.

Expanding Equation (4) to global coordinate, if the coordinate transformation matrix
of the ith element is named as Ti, the ith virtual force vector pe

i can be performed in the
global coordinate as the product of pe

i and the transpose of Ti. Hence the global virtual
force vector containing multiple damages is obtained:

Pe = ∑
i

TT
i pe

i = ∑
i

∑
j

TT
i λe

ij (5)

Similarly, the global nodal force vectors of the damaged structure Pd and intact struc-
tures Po are ∑i TT

i pd
i and ∑i TT

i po
i , respectively. It is not difficult to find the relationship

between Pd, Po and Pe:
Pd = Po − Pe (6)

Therefore, the motion equation of a damaged bridge subjected to a moving force is

M
..
V + C

.
V + KdV = F (7)

where M, C, and Kd are the global mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, F is the excitation
force vector, V,

.
V, and

..
V are the global displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors,

respectively. It is worth noting that the term KdV actually presents the global nodal forces
Pd. After being substituted by Equation (6) and transposition, Equation (7) is transformed to:

M
..
V + C

.
V + Po = F + Pe (8)

where Po donates the global nodal forces KV of the intact structure, as stated before.
Therefore, Equation (7) can be turned into the motion equation of the intact bridge subjected
to the same moving force as well as the global virtual force:

M
..
V + C

.
V + KV = F + Pe (9)

In this way, the assessment of structural damage and unknown moving force is
transformed to the identification problem of the unknown moving force and the virtual force
of the damaged element. This transformation has improved the identification mechanism,
unifying the first and second inverse problems to the second inverse problem.

2.2. Inverse Problem

Considering the bridge as a linear system, the dynamic response of the bridge can be
generated from the Duhamel Integral if the initial condition is zero [28]. Using the discrete
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form of the Duhamel Integral, the response vector Y caused by the moving force and global
virtual force is:

Y = IFF + IePe = I
[

F
Pe

]
(10)

The first term refers to the response of the intact bridge subjected to the moving
force, IF is the impulse response matrix of F. The second term is the response of the intact
bridge subjected to the global virtual force, Ie is the impulse response matrix caused by Pe.
Substituting Equation (5), Equation (10) is elaborated as:

Y1

...

...
Yn

 =


I1

F I1
11 . . . I1

ij
I2

F I2
11 . . . I2

ij
. . . . . . . . . . . .
In

F . . . . . . In
ij




F
λe

11
...

λe
ij

 (11)

where Y =
[

Y1 . . . Yn ]T is the response vector of the damaged structure, including n
measured Yn. I is a partitioned matrix constituted by Toeplitz matrices In

F and In
ij, which

represent the impulse response of the nth measure point of the intact structure subjected
to the impulse force of F and λe

ij, respectively. To guarantee the unique solution of this
equation, n ≥ i× j + 1. Therefore, the unknowns can be calculated from the inversion of
Equation (11). 

F
λe

11
...

λe
ij

 = I−1Y (12)

However, in practical cases I is very sensitive to noise, the metering noise is likely to
cause an ill-conditioned problem in Equation (12). In addition, the dimension of I is huge
when dealing high sampling rate or long-term measurement, which makes it difficult to
be calculated.

Introducing a truncated load shape function (TLSF) can significantly restrain the
influences caused by the problems above. TLSF compares the time history of excitation
force to the span of a ‘finite element beam’. Consulting the concept of the shape function
in the finite element method, the amplitude of the moving force F is regarded as the
displacement of the beam, which can be calculated via the load shape function.

F = NγF (13)

where N is the load shape function matrix and γF is the fitting coefficient vector. Similarly,
λe

ij could also be expressed as:
λe

ij = Nγij (14)

Substituting Equations (13) and (14) to Equation (12), the identification of an unknown
moving force and virtual forces is turned into the identification of a fitting coefficient:

Y = I

 N · · · N
...

. . .
...

N · · · N




F
λe

11
...

λe
ij

 =


R1

F R1
11 . . . R1

ij
R2

F R2
11 . . . R2

ij
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Rn

F . . . . . . Rn
ij




γF
γ11

...
γij

 = RΓ (15)

The product of the impulse response matrix I as well as the load shape function matrix
N could be collectively called influence matrix R. Its physical meaning is defined as the
impulse response of intact structure caused by the shape function. Γ =

[
γF . . . γij

]T

is the coefficient vector. In practice, this response attenuates rapidly due to the influence
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of structural damping, and its effective value only takes a small proportion in the whole
sampling time. Therefore, defining a truncated value µ:

µ =
∑st+δ

st Rn
ij(:, h)

∑T
1 Rn

ij(:, h)
(16)

which represents the ratio of the sum of the effective elements of each column of Rn
ij to

the sum of all elements of the column. Rn
ij(:, h) represents the element in the hth column of

Rn
ij, st is the first non-zero element in the column, and δ is defined as the effective length.

Generally, µ is set as 90%~95% according to the decay rate of the impulse response. Then
the matrices R are simplified and reconstituted into a diagonal matrix, which is called the
TLSF matrix Λ. Substituting the TLSF matrix to Equation (15), the fitting coefficients can be
easily obtained:

Γ = Λ−1Y (17)

Comparing the impulse response matrix I, influence matrix R, and TLSF matrix Λ,
their dimensions are (sn× sn), (sα× 2mn), and (sn× 2mn), respectively, where s is the
sampling number, n is the number of sensors, and m is the number of TLSFs. By using TLSF,
the number of columns in I is reduced from sα to 2mα. Besides, TLSF can extract the effective
values of R and decrease the load steps during calculating Λ, hence further lowering the
computing cost. Furthermore, because smooth TLSF is used to fit the pulse response, the
singularity values in Λ are more balanced than those in I, which makes Equation (17) have
higher robustness in the face of noise and need no further regularization.

2.3. Reconstruction of Moving Force and Structural Damage

Once the TLSF coefficient vector Γ is obtained, the moving force and basic virtual
forces are able to be reconstructed via Equations (13) and (14).

Furthermore, the damage ratio could be calculated by the ratio of λ0
ij − λe

ij and λo
ij:

ζi =
λ0

ij − λe
ij

λo
ij

(18)

Herein, the basic nodal force of the intact element λo
ij can also be calculated from the

flexible use of the Duhamel Integral:

λo
ij = Iibf

ij F (19)

where Iibf
ij represents the impulse response matrix of the jth basic nodal force of the ith intact

element respected to the moving force F.

3. Numerical Validations

Two numerical examples are presented in this paper. The first example is a two-span
continuous beam subjected to a fixed force, which is proposed to validate the efficiency and
robustness of TLSF. The second example is a 3D truss bridge with damage in the hanger,
subjected to 2-axle moving forces, which is used to validate the stability of the proposed
synchronized assessment method.

3.1. Continuous Beam Example

A two-span continuous beam is established, as shown in Figure 1. The span length is
5 m. The cross-section is an I-section with an area of 1.2× 103 mm2 and an inertia moment
of 1.94× 106 mm4. The Elastic modulus is 210 GPa, and the density is 7800 kg/m3. A
fixed periodic load is applied at 4.6 m from the left end. The displacement responses are
obtained from D1 and D2, respectively. The Rayleigh damping coefficients are set as 0.0822
and 0.0046.
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Figure 1. Continuous beam model.

A harmonic force and a square wave force is applied, respectively, and the responses
of D1 and D2 are polluted by 5% white noises [8]:

Ynoise = Y + level × 1
χ

χ

∑
i=1
|Y| × random (20)

where Ynoise is the responses with noise, level is the noise level, χ is the element number of
Y. random is a standard normal distribution vector. The time history of the force and
responses are shown in Figure 2. The total measuring time is 5 s, and the sampling rate is
200 Hz.
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As described before, the excitation force should be fitted by the TLSF according to
Equation (13). Defining the frequency of LSF fLSF as:

fLSF = fs/2l (21)
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where fs is the sampling rate. l is the length of each TLSF. During the total measuring time
T, there will be m TLSFs:

T × fs = l ×m (22)

fLSF is required to not be smaller than the main range of frequency of the unknown
force in order to simulate all its details. In forced vibration, the frequency of unknown
excitation closes to the frequency of the structural responses. Using the fast Fourier trans-
formation of the response, the main frequency of the structural response is determined
below 5 Hz. Hence fLSF is defined as 5 Hz in this case, l and m are calculated as 20 and
50, respectively. Therefore, the dimension of the influence matrix R is 1000× 100, which
is 10 times smaller than the dimension of impulse response matrix I (1000× 1000). It is
worth noting that the physical meaning of influence matrix R is the structural response
due to LSF, which is usually obtained by finite element simulation. In this case, the time
step that should be calculated is 1000. By introducing TLSF, defining the truncated value µ
as 90% according to the damping effect, the effective length δ is calculated as 64. In this
way, the calculation time step can be reduced to 64, and the affective dimension of TLSF
matrix Λ can be decreased to 64× 100. In addition, because the TLSF smooth the impulse
response, the singularity of Λ is small. Figure 3 show the L-curve of Λ and I with respect to
the displacement response with noise. It is obvious that with the improvement of TLSF,
no typical corner is found in the L-curve, even with 5% white noise in the measurement.
This proves that TLSF can significantly enhance the condition of the matrix without a
regularization procedure.
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The determined results are presented in Figure 4. The relative percentage error (RPE)
is defined in Equation (23), the results are listed in Table 1.

RPE =
∑i

∣∣∣Fidenti f ied − Ftrue

∣∣∣
Ftrue

× 100% (23)

Table 1. RPE of fixed periodic load identification.

RPE (%) Harmonic Force Square Wave Force

via D1 response 1.5 6.72
via D1 response with 5% noise 5.73 9.42

via D2 response −48.1 13.41
via D2 response with 5% noise −49.1 22.85
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Generally, all the cases have been identified. No ill-conditioned problem is found even
without regularization. The following is the discussion on different influencing factors.

(1) The relative position of the response

The results of both types of forces illustrate that the recognition via D1 presents better
accuracy than that via D2. Observing the relative position of D1 and D2, it can be found that
D1 is on the same span with force, while D2 is on the other span. The error is caused by the
restraining effect of the mid-span support to small forces. Due to the TLSF response matrix,
Λ is constituted of the responses excited by the small TLSFs, the inhibition of mid-span
support is amplified. This results in a distortion in Λ, and hence leads to a large error in
determination during the inversion of Equation (17).
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(2) The type of the excitation force

Comparing Figure 4a,b, it is found that both the harmonic and square wave forces can
be determined, and the accuracy of harmonic force is better. Taking the results through
D1 as an example, the curve of the identified harmonic force closely follows the true force,
while the curve of identified square wave force has visible fluctuations around the true
force, especially at the corner when the force rapidly changes. This is because the large
difference and discontinuity of the square wave force misled the method to determine the
force as an ‘impulse force’ and hence produce a mutation at the corner.

(3) The measurement noises

The cases containing noises have shown that measurement noises only affect the
accuracy of the peak recognition in a small amplitude, and the impact on the overall
curvature is negligible. The robustness of the proposed method to noise is further proved.

3.2. Truss Bridge Example

A three-dimensional truss bridge is established, as shown in Figure 5. The follow-
ing parameters are designed: the main girders are a 32 b steel I-beam, the truss mem-
bers are 50 mm diameter steel rods, the bridge deck is a 400 mm thick concrete slab.
The Young’s modulus of steel and concrete are 210 GPa and 35 GPa; the densities are
7850 kg/m3 and 2500 kg/m3. Structural damages are simulated by the decay of Young’s
modulus in the hangers. Three displacement sensors, S1–S3, are utilized on the middle and
quartile of the span.
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In order to simulate a 2-axle vehicle, two moving loads F1 = 30 + 2 sin(10πt) +
4 cos(15πt) + cos

(
3πt + π

5
)

kN and F2 = 80 − 6 sin(10πt) − 10 cos(15πt) − 2 cos(3πt
+π

5
)

kN are applied with the same speed, and the interval distance is 4 m. The sam-
pling rate is set as 50 Hz.

Regarding real-word scenarios, the aspects of force speed, damage severity, measure-
ment noise, sensor arrangement, and damage location are considered in the case setting
(shown in Table 2) [29].

Table 2. Case setting.

Case No. Velocity (m/s) Damage Severity Damage Location Force No. Noise Level Used Sensor

1
10

5% Damage 1 F1 5% S1 and S22 20%

3 10
20% Damage 1 F1 10%

S1 and S3
4 20 S2 and S3

5
10 20% Damage 2 F1 and F2

5%
S1, S2 and S36 10%

Based on the mechanical property of the truss bar, there is only one basic nodal
force, the axial force, in the member. Hence the virtual force of the damaged hanger pe
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is dominated by the axial virtual force λe
11 according to Equation (4). Therefore, three

unknowns F1, F2, and λe
11 should be solved in the identification Equation (17). Following

the TLSF procedure that is shown in Section 3.1, the corresponding TLSF coefficients are
calculated. Finally, the moving force is reconstructed by Equation (13), while the damage
severity 1− ζ1 is calculated via Equation (18). The synchronized identification results and
discussion are presented as follow.

(1) Result discussion for MFI

The moving load identification results are shown in Figure 6. The RPEs are shown in
Figure 7.

• Influence of damage severity and location

Comparing the results of Cases 1 and 2 in Figure 6a, it is apparent that the change
of damage severity has little effect on the determined accuracy. It is because that small
local damage has limited influence on the global stiffness of the bridge, so the dynamic
behaviors of intact and damaged are similar. This minor difference is optimized by TLSF
and hence does not affect the results. On the other hand, local interference is observed at
the damage location. Visible increase is found around 3.6 s when the force passes Damage
1. A similar situation is also found in Cases 5 and 6 (Figure 6d,e). The results show large
variation when the forces move through Damage 2, which proves that the damage changes
the local stiffness.

• Effects of force speed and number

In Cases 3, 4, and 6, the effects of load velocity and number are studied. It can be seen
from Figure 6b,c that the change of velocity does not greatly influence the identification
precision. The RPEs in Figure 7 also agree that both cases are determined with good
accuracy. It is worth noting that significant error occurs at the beginning and end of the
time period; it is a typical problem in MFI caused by the vibration instability when the load
enters or exits the bridge [30].

When 2-axle forces are applied in Cases 5 and 6, a distinct error is discovered at the
wave crest; phase difference is also partially found in the curve. This is mainly due to the
similarity of the forces, namely the value, frequency, and, especially, their close position.
The bridge–force interactions generated by these forces interfere each other and make the
forces difficult to be distinguished by the method. This influence is also enlarged by the
vibration instability when the forces leave the bridge and then causes identification failure.
Nevertheless, it is important to state that the error basically meet the characteristic of normal
distribution, so it could be decreased by averaging. It is predictable that this method will
have good performance in determining axle loads of vehicles during practical application.

• Influence of measurement noise and sensor location

Looking into Figure 6d,e, with the growth of noise, only a slight increase of the peak
values are found in the results; the frequency-phase characteristics remain unchanged.
This shows good robustness of the proposed method to measure noise. Analyzing the
results of Cases 2–4 (Figure 6a,b), which use different sensors, it is illustrated that forces
are determined with better accuracy around the sensors. As the system matrix in the
identification Equation (17), namely the TLSF response matrix Λ, is constituted of the
responses excited by the small TLSFs, the details in responses captured by the sensor
reduce when the TLSFs get away and hence produces a larger error. Therefore, in real-
world practice, it is recommended to utilize the sensors evenly on the bridge.
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(2) Result discussion for SDI

The identified virtual force pe (equals to λe
11) and calculated nodal force po (equals to

λo
11) are presented in Figure 8 according to Equation (18), and the fitted damage severity

1− ζ1 and R-squared values are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Fitted damage severity 1− ζ1 and R-squared value.

Case No. Damage
Severity

R-Squared
Value Case No. Damage

Severity
R-Squared

Value

1 9.73% 0.8692 4 28.72% 0.7556
2 24.25% 0.7938 5 30.96% 0.6723
3 25.83% 0.7429 6 34.28% 0.6311

• Influence of damage severity and measurement noise

Figure 8a,b illustrate the damage ratios determined in Cases 1 and 2. It is found
that both 5% and 20% of damages are estimated. The errors are around 4%. However,
if we look at the RPE, it reaches 94.6% in Case 1 while it is only 21.25% in Case 2. It
deduces that the damage determination accuracy of this method is low correlated with the
damage severity. It is because when the damage is transformed to external virtual force, its
identification accuracy is dominated by the precision of the TLSF matrix, not the magnitude
of the force itself. In this aspect, it is an advantage of this method, but it also makes the
method insensitive to small damage. This drawback could be developed by introducing an
appropriate objective function [31], which should be studied further.

Comparing Cases 2 and 3, the influence of measurement noise mainly reflects the
confidence of the fitting curves, while the effect on results is relatively low.

• Influence of moving force

Observing the fitted damage severity results of Cases 3 and 4, it is determined that
the force-velocity has a minor effect on the SDI accuracy, which is similar to the MFI
results. Conversely, the 2-axle force cases show that increasing the number of unknowns
significantly impacts the precision of damage detection and the confidence of fitting. The
response of a damaged structure is the superposition of an intact structure subjected to
the moving force and virtual force, respectively. Therefore, the synchronized inversion
of moving force and virtual force will interfere with each other. Hence the reason for the
accuracy loss is not the number of moving forces, but the error produced during the method
distinguishing the forces. This drawback may be improved by utilizing more sensors and
optimizing the precision of the TLSF matrix.
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4. Conclusions

This paper develops a synchronized assessment method on bridge structural damage
and moving force. Through transforming structural damage to virtual force, this method
unifies the SDI and MFI to a multi-force identification problem. Then the TLSF technique
is proposed to improve the calculation efficiency and stability of the inverse problem. A
continuous beam and a truss bridge are simulated as examples to validate the proposed
method. The effectiveness in respect to the aspects of force type, velocity, number, as well
as damage severity, location, and measurement noise are studied. The conclusions are
presented as follow:

1. A harmonic force and a square wave impulse force are identified via the TLSF in
the continuous beam example. Both of them are determined with good accuracy. With
the enhancement of TLSF, the dimension of the system matrix has been reduced from
(1000× 1000) to (64× 100), which significantly improves the efficiency. In addition, the
L-curves of the TLSF matrix is smooth and contains little residual even in the case of
considering 5% white noise, which proves the outstanding robustness of this method to
noise. However, a visible error is shown in the result calculated from the response of
the right span (the force is applied on the left span). This is because the restrain of the
mid-support disturbs the TLSF matrix. Therefore, the optimization of sensor arrangement
should be further studied.

2. The structural damage and 2-axle moving load are synchronized and identified
in the truss bridge example. For the MFI, the velocity, damage severity, sensor position,
and noise only cause local interference in the results, the RPEs in these cases are kept
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within tolerable limits. However, in the 2-axle forces cases, the error is increased due to the
interplay of bridge–force interactions. Despite this, the error obeys normal distribution,
which could be reduced by a certain optimization method. In terms of SDI, results find
that the accuracy is low correlated to damage severity and location but is dominated by
the precision of the TLSF matrix and is interfered with the singularity generated from
multi-force identification. These drawbacks could be improved by choosing appropriate
objective functions and optimization algorithms.

The numerical studies prove the potential of this method in real-world application.
The essential problem is to establish an accurate TLSF matrix, which makes a finite element
model of the intact bridge necessary. Due to this, the method is better applied on new
bridges with complete structure information and the maintenance of subsequent damages.
In addition, many factors should be considered before the method is applied. The influ-
ences of road profile, multilane, and the vehicle–bridge coupling effect will be studied in
the future.
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